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Lisa Mojsin. The American Accent Course is the Ultimate Video . your job, Lisa Mojsin will show you how to use IELTS accent
to make your classroom or interview more effective. Moreover, the expert teacher will train you to speak in an effective manner.
The IELTS exam is a four-hour, computer-based test. The test is administered by IDP and their quality control is carried out
through an ICT Marking Centre. The exam assesses the candidate’s . american accent course lisa mojsin “American English
speech patterns must be understood, and this can be achieved through a foreign accent training program.” Accurate English has
been providing reliable accent and accent …. Lisa. “American English Speech Patterns” includes various situations for American
English speakers, such as: meeting and greeting a person at an airport; telling a story of an event, such as a business meeting;
making small talk, and; working the room. This program teaches the listener in non-native English-speaking countries and around
the world how to perform these situations in standard American English... american accent course lisa mojsin Welcome to Lisa
Mojsin’s World! Lisa is a former college instructor of English who left her academic teaching career to found Accurate English
over 20 years ago. Her goal is to help people develop a strong American accent that will allow them to travel, do business, and lead
more effective lives in any country or land where English is spoken. Many of her students become long-time clients who refer
family and friends. american accent course lisa mojsin With over 30,000 students, Accurate English is one of the most successful
professional American accent coaching programs around. Lisa Mojsin is the director of Accurate English in Los Angeles and
teaches the Accurate English Course. Accurate English offers the best quality accented English available at a fraction of the price
of other programs. Lisa Mojsin and Accurate English are the best resource for teaching American English to native and non-native
speakers. Lisa is a former college instructor of English who left her academic teaching career to found Accurate English over 20
years ago. Her goal is to help people develop a strong American accent that will allow them to travel, do business, and lead more
effective lives in any country or land where English is spoken. Many of her students become long-time clients who refer family
and friends. amer
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